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1o We shall consider the 2-spheres in a 4-sphere that are locally
flat, which will be called 2-knots. S. Kinoshita [2] showed that for each
polynomial f(t) with f(1)----+_ 1, there exists a 2-sphere in a 4-sphere
whose Alexander polynomial is defined and equal to f(t). Recently, by
an another method, D. W. Sumners [4] [5] showed that the existence of
the 2-knot K such that i) the Alexander polynomial of K is f(t) above,
and moreover, ii) the second homotopy group of the complement of K
has the "F-torsion".

It is easy to see that the 2-knots which S. Kinoshita constructed in
[2] are ribbon 2-knots [6] [7]. He gave us the following question.

"Is every Sumners’s 2-knot a ribbon 2-knot?"
In this paper we will give the affirmative answer of this question.

We will consider everything from the combinatorial standpoint of view.
By Sn, , X and N(X, Y), we shall denote an n-sphere, the interior of
X, the boundary of X and the regular neighborhood of X in Y, respec-

tively. X Y means that X is homeomorphic to Y, and X the con-
nected sum of the m copies of X.

2. We will give some knowledge of ribbon and Sumners’s 2-knots
[5] [7].

Definition 2.1. A locally flat 2-sphere K in S will be called a
ribbon 2-knot, if there is a ribbon map p of a 3-ball B into S satisfy-
ing the ollowing conditions

(1) p l3B is an embedding and p(B3)--K,
(2) the self-intersections of B by p consists of mutually disjoint

2-balls D, ., D,
-1(3) the inverse set p (D) consists o disjoint 2-balls D and D’’

Dt12_Dsuch that D’(/ and
_ _

r] B (i--1,..., s).
Let N be a spherical-shell, which is homeomorphic to S [0, 1]

(i- 1, ., m). A system of spherical-shells N tJ [J N will be called
trivial if they are mutually disjoint and such that

i) the 2-1ink NL)... JN of 2m components is o trivial type
in S (U U oN); that is, there are mutually disjoint 3-balls B,
,BinS (U U /

.,N) such that 3N-3B UB (i-- 1,. m)
ii) or each i the 3-sphere B UN UB/ bounds a 4-bll B in S

such that B r] B- (i =/= ]).
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Let W be a 3-manifold in S which is homeomorphic to

(SS)-zi, where A is a 3-simplex. We will call W in S semi-un-
knotted if on it there is a trivial system of spherical-shells N U UN
which is such that W (U U N) is homeomorphie to the closure
of a 3-sphere removed of mutually disjoint 2m+ 1 3-balls [1]. From
the theorem (3.6) in [7] we have

Lemma 2.2. A 2-knot K is a ribbon 2-knot, if and only if K
bounds a semi-unknotted 3-manifold W in S4.

Construction of Sumners’s 2-knot.
Let B be a 3-ball in the boundary 4-sphere S of a 5-ball B. Let

f" SS4-B be an embedding, and attach a 1-handle h to B by f to
obtain the manifold T--BU fh. Let S--B3. Let a denote the gen-
erator of :rl(T--S) which goes around the handle and/9 the generator
which links once S in 3T. Let g" S3T-S be the embedding in the
homotopy class of ofl,fl...fl-e 7(3T--So) such that a0+...
+a- + 1. Attaching a 2-handle h to T by g, we obtain the manifold
TkJ,h-- (B U zh) t2 ,h-B that is homeomorphic to a 5-ball from the
handle cancellation theorem [3]. It is easy to see that S is a 2-knot in
the 4-sphere S-3B.

3. In this section, we will prove the following

Theorem 3.1. Every Sumners’s 2-knot is a ribbon 2-knot.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that Sumners’s 2-knot given in

section 2 is a ribbon 2-knot.
The 3-ball B and the attaching sphere g(S) of 2-handle h inter-

sect at 2m points say x, ., x, x_, ., x_ whose order is according
to the orientation of g(Sg. Let x_x be a subarc of g(S1) from x_ to
x in accordance with the orientation of g(S)(i-1,..., m). We may
assume that N(x_ix OT) and the 3-ball B intersect at 3-balls D and--1

D whose centers are x_ and x respectively. Then D_t and D divide
3N(x_x,OT) into two 3-balls and a spherical-shell which is.

0homeomorphic to S [0, 1] Let W--{B (
_
U D)} N then W

lSS-, Wg(Sg-xU Uxx_U @x_. and 3W--B
=S. We can take a subdivision T. such that N(x_.x, 3T) and W
intersect at 3-balls D

_
and D whose centers are x_ and x. respectively.

D_ and D divide 3N(x_x, 3T)into two 3-balls and a spherical-shell

/. Let W-- {W--(D_2 U D)} U, then W(S S2)-, W g(S)
=xt2...Uxx_U...iJx_andW-3W-S. Repeating of this

procedure, we obtain the 3-manifold W--W such that W (SS)
-J, Wg(S)-O and 3W-So, see Fig. 1.

It is easily seen that W is in S. In act, let T/ be a subdivision
of T,, then N(g(Sg, 3T/1) is considered to be an attaching tube o
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Xm+1

+1

Fig. 1

2-handle h2, and W3--W is in 3T--N(g(S1), 3T/), which is a subset
of S.

We will show that W is a semi-unknotted 3-manifold.
Let x+ be a point on the interior of x_x which is a subarc of

g(S9 from x_ to x (i-1,..., m) where x0 means x_. Then there is a
3 afV(x xi 3T), 3D/ia and D/i3-ball D+ such that x+ e D+

divides N into two spherical-shells. Let N (i--1, ..., m) be the one
of the two spherical-shells with the boundary 3D [9 3D/. Let S and
S be the 2-spheres 3D and 3Dk+, respectively. Then the system ofm+i

spherical-shells N k)... UN will be trivial.
Since g(S9 is ambient isotopic to a in 3T=aS, it is considered

that T-- g(S1) S and D is in x S (i- 1, ., 2m). Since N(g(S1),
3T+)(xS)--x3-ball, S bounds a 3-ball B--xS-D in

xi S (Y(g(S), T,+) f (x S)) ( [J U N) ([g U
3UN), see Fig. 2. Therefore 3NU [J3N--SiJ... US is a triv-

3ial link in S-(/Qk)... [JN). From the construction of N and B.,
we can easily see that each BkJNkJBk+ bounds the 4-ball B--B
xx+ in 3T--N(g(SX), 3T+) and B,...,B are mutually dis-

joint. Hence the system of spherical-shells NkJ ON is trivial.
It is easy to see that W-(/ k)... k)N) is homeomorphic to the

closure of a 3-sphere removed of mutually disj oint 2m/ 1 3-balls. Hence
W is a semi-unknotted 3-manifold.
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Fig. 2

Therefore, from Lemma 2.2, S is a ribbon 2-knot.
the proof o Theorem 3.1.

This completes
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